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Diploma Course in Medieval Astrology

Lesson Four

THE ARCHETYPE

Preface

In this lesson, we discuss “the Archetype.” By the Archetype, I refer to the

conceptual relationships inherent in the Zodiac (sidereal or tropical). These

conceptual relationships are numbers, geometrical forms, angles, elements,

and the natures of the constellations/signs (called “‘substances’ of the signs”

by the great astrologers Abu Ma’shar and Guido Bonatti).

The Archetype is a Platonic Idea and is embodied in the sidereal Zodiac

by which it is regularized into twelve 30-degree signs. The Archetype is

also reflected in the twelve invisible 30-degree signs of the tropical Zodiac.

Although there are twelve zodiacal constellations arranged along the Ecliptic,

these constellations are not all neatly 30 degrees in length. Some of them are

longer; some shorter and some overlap. We will not be concerned with these

in this lesson. We are only concerned with the regular and invisible.

By 150 BC, the Chaldaeans were using a sidereal Zodiac of 12 signs, each

30 degrees in length. As a result of the phenomenon of precession, the

Vernal Point (defined as 0°Aries00’ in the tropical Zodiac and the beginning

of northern spring by Ptolemy in the second century), slowly retrogrades

through the sidereal Zodiac over a period of 25,920 solar years. This brings

the Vernal Point to each sign for 2160 years. The rate of precession is close

to 1 degree in 72 years; generally, it is approximated at 50.25” per year. We

have already looked at this in other lessons and you may like to refresh your

memory by reading them again.

By “constellation”, I mean the actual star groupings of various names in

the sky both zodiacal and extra zodiacal. Again this is something we have

already looked at in earlier lessons and so you should be familiar with these

already.

By “sign”, I mean the regular division of the ecliptic into twelve 30-degree

units in both the sidereal and tropical Zodiacs.

As we have seen in Thabit ben Qurra’s Right Imagination of the Sphere,1

and this is true for many, perhaps most of the Ancient and Medieval writers

on astrology, the terms “sign” and “constellation” were often regarded as

synonymous, much like “star” and “planet.” Nonetheless, where used in the

following text the meanings are those as defined in this preface.
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See Lesson One.
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A Note about the Diagrams

The bi-wheel Zodiacs you will find in this lesson depict the end of the Age

they are identified as showing. Precession requires that the beginning of

the Age is at the end of the sign associated with it. Thus, for example the

beginning of the Aquarian Age is when the Vernal Point enters the 60th

minute of the 30th degree of Aquarius and ends with 0 degrees 0 minutes of

Aquarius.



Introductory Remarks

I have emphasized the fixed stars and the constellations in the first series of

lessons because knowledge of the constellations and how they were used

by the Ancients and in the Medieval period is something contemporary

astrologers often ignore. In addition, many astrologers restrict their study of

them to astrological literature. By doing so they remain unaware of the more

abstruse philosophical texts as well as the mystical literature of Judaism,

Christianity, and Islam. Nor, for that matter are the wisdom literatures of

the East, the Veda, or the Taoist Canon read by enough Western astrologers.

As a result, their understanding of astrology is incomplete. Although they

may not realize it, the ignorance that their omissions engender cuts them off

from an esoteric doctrine, which permits us to reconcile the two Zodiacs,

sidereal and tropical and to relate the individual native to all Mankind.

In the lesson on Sabaeanism the idea was presented that the wise projected

their wisdom in the form of myths and images onto the starry sky where

it could be preserved with little or no alteration. Cities, countries, and

civilizations have come and gone since then but still today, we can see the

myths of the Ancients painted in lights across the heavens. In Sabaeanism,

we were primarily concerned with the extra zodiacal constellations. In this

lesson, we will turn our attention more toward the Zodiac (both sidereal

and tropical). Just as the Sabaean priests used the constellations to instruct

the candidates seeking more light, so the astrologer may, even today, find

Wisdom in the Zodiac and help others to do the same.



The 8th Sphere as the Archetype

Medieval astronomy recognized 8 spheres ranged above the Earth or World,

one for each of the 7 planets plus an 8th, that of the fixed stars. You have

already learnt this from the lessons on astronomy but to recap: counting

the Earth, there are nine spheres and you will recall that some philosophers

and theologians (Muslim, Jewish and Christian) added one more (called the

Empyrean), thought to be of pure fire.2 According to Christian opinion, the

Empyrean was the abode of God and his angels. In a sense, according to

this conceptualisation, God’s throne is the heavens; especially the sphere

of the fixed stars. Thus, it is said that God sits upon this throne, above the

heavens.



While fire is associated in the public mind with hell, light is traditionally associated

with divinity. Both are aspects of fire. The stars of heaven, in particular, are

thought of as “celestials,” a word frequently used for angels. Thus, there is a

divine fire and a hellish fire.The former gives life, the latter brings destruction.

2
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Figure 4A

the archetype
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This concept that the eighth sphere of Heaven is the seat or throne of

God is an esoteric doctrine that found its way into Christianity fairly early

on. It shows up in a number of Gnostic texts. It is also found in Islam. It also

is sometimes asserted that the Zodiac is the Word of God; the representation

of the Logos.

This doctrine takes the form in the twelfth century of the equation of Christ

with the Zodiac. Again, you will already be familiar with this. It becomes

clear, after a close study of astrology, as well as a multitude of other writings:

the Hermetic writings, ibn Gabirol’s Fons vitae, the Kabbalah, from the

implications of the Arabic Neoplatonists, Plato’s Timaeus and even in the

writings of the Christian Neoplatonists (possibly including Aquinas) that an

esoteric concept has been intentionally veiled by means of a ruse. A ruse that

is commonly found in alchemy, namely referring to one thing under many

names. That one thing is the Archetype (see Figure 4A).

The Archetype is not an archetype in a Jungian sense, nor yet a collection of

all other archetypes. It is the original pattern from which all things come. It

is no less that the Image or Word of God. It has been called the Anthropos,

Adam Kadmon, the Great or Old Man, Adam Qasia (Secret Adam), the

Higher Self, Ipsissimus and the Tree of Life (Arbor vitae, Etz Hayyim).

You will find it referred to in Genesis 1:27. The Hebrew original says: “So

Elohim (God) created man in his own image, in the image of God (Elohim)

created he him; male and female created he them.” Please note the exoteric

acknowledgment in Genesis of the androgynous character of this Adam.

Please also note that the word Adam in Hebrew does not mean a “man.” A

“man,” (a male human), in Hebrew is Ish.

Adam means Mankind. Thus, the Adam created in God’s (Elohim’s) image

is an androgynous Mankind (male and female together in one). But in one

what? In one image, in Elohim’s image. Now Elohim is a curious word and

for a clearer understanding, we need to explore deeper. El means the One

and is used to refer to the One God. But El + the feminine ending –oh taken

alone, without the –im, as Eloh means a Goddess. With the masculine plural

ending –im we have Elohim, The One in whom masculine and feminine

are combined and act as a plural. Clearly thus, the Adam created in Genesis

1:27 is androgynous because it reflects its androgynous creator, Elohim.

Now, what is the “image” in which this Mankind is created? It is light. The

origin of the word for God in the Indo-European languages is derived from

the word for light. Deus in Latin, dyaus in Sanskrit (dyaus pitar = Sky or

Bright Father = Jupiter). The Image of God (Elohim) is Light, specifically

the Light of the Stars. More specifically, the light of the stars of the 12

Sidereal Zodiac Constellations. Hebrew is a Semitic language, not an IndoEuropean language. The words for God (and there are many) are titles,

verbal processes, short sentences. Thus, for instance, Jehova (YHVH) is a

form of the verb to be. Eheieh (I AM), Elohim, as well as others which we

have already discussed, Baal (Lord) and Adonai (Lord).
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Genesis, Alchemy, and the Big Bang

In what follows I write with one foot in the twenty-first century and the other

in the thirteenth.

Genesis 1:1 reads: “In the beginning (Hebrew, BeRaishith), God created the

heaven and the earth.” The Latin catches the sense of the Hebrew better than

the English. The Latin reads: In principio creavit deus caelum et terram…

Literally, this may mean either that “in the beginning God created heaven

and earth” or that “in the principle God created heaven and earth.” The

Hebrew, BeRaishith bara Elohim at ha-Shamayim ve at ha-Aretz has the

same ambiguity. BeRaishith can mean “In the beginning” or “in the first

thing, i.e. principle or principium. The principium, or first thing, becomes a

trinity: principium, caelum, terra, i.e. principle, heaven and earth.

We must understand this “heaven” and this “earth.” This is not easy. We

confront the concept of “waters above the firmament” and “waters below

the firmament” which have frustrated other commentators. For example in

his Commentaries on Genesis, Luther confessed that he did not understand

this passage. Astrology and alchemy come to our assistance. They would

have helped Luther, had he held a different attitude toward these sciences.

Modern physics helps us as well.

Expanding on this we find that Luther gets as far as recognizing that Genesis

1:2 discusses the creation of materia prima (First Matter) as a mire, mud or

slime (earth) surrounded by a mist or fog (heaven or sky). The alchemists

said the same thing. Luther’s First Matter (he calls it such) is a mud, which

comes from “water.” Luther correctly sees that in Genesis 1:2 the terms

“earth,” “water,” “abyss” (i.e. “deep”) are synonymous. The mud alluded to

later (in Genesis 9 –13) is made capable of producing life by the Word. Also

subsequently, the mist or fog which surrounded the mud of Genesis 1:2 and

which is also referred to as “waters” becomes separated by something called

a “firmament” or heaven. In fact, Luther tells us, this firmament is the very

waters or mist itself stretched out like a tent.

Now all this sounds to us moderns like the groping of a pre-scientific mind

towards things, which are beyond its ken. However, we must reflect that

in Luther’s day, the word “gas” had not yet been invented. Certainly too,

whenever Moses wrote Genesis, all vapours (and all flowing states of matter)

could only be expressed as “waters,” “mists” or “airs”. It soon becomes clear

that what the author of the passage is saying to us is that there was a protomatter, a state of matter, which was in a chaotic, flowing gaseous state. From

this “water” was produced the “mud” or slime by a process of precipitation

or condensation. This mud is separated from the waters under the firmament

(Genesis 1:9) and the “dry land” appears. When you reflect on this, you

should not be limiting yourself to the Earth – you should not be thinking in

the terms of waters on the globe and land then appearing above that water.

Far more is going on here than that. Remember it is the creation no less of

heaven and earth.

For, Luther’s understanding of the creation of heaven and earth was a dark,

poorly understood version of what modern physics would hold to be true!

That the creation of the stars and after them, the planets (including our own)

follows a process whereby dispersed flowing (watery) gasses in the abyss of

space coalesce into ever denser states, which form these celestial bodies.
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Luther ought not to be criticized for not understanding what Genesis was

on about. He was subject to the limitations of his Age just as we all can

be. These limitations included not having the proper conceptual language

for expressing the actual processes of the stars. Nevertheless, had Luther

been more open minded to astrology and alchemy, he would have come

closer to the mark, as the German mystic Jacob Boehme did later. For in

the seventeenth century he seems to be writing on what today we would

recognise as the “Big Bang” theory. Astrology and alchemy taken together

provided the concepts for the ‘scientific thought’ of Boehme’s day and of

Bonatti’s day (13th century). The latter’s work we will explore some in depth

in later lessons.

Thus, the account of Genesis is of interest to us as astrologers in its

exposition of the creation of the heaven and the earth; especially of the

former, the heavens.

Heaven is the Firmament or, in Hebrew Rakia (Genesis 1:8: “And God,

i.e. Elohim, called the Firmament Heaven). The Firmament separates the

waters above the Firmament from those below it (i.e. below heaven). In

Genesis 1:14-18 God (Elohim) puts lights (stars, Sun and Moon) in the

heaven/firmament “for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years.” On

the sixth day, God (Elohim) created Adam (Mankind) saying, “Let us make

Adam in our image.” Genesis 2:1 reads: “Thus the heavens and the earth

were finished and all the host of them.” The phrase “host of heaven” refers

to the stars.



A More Modern View

The firmament is a barrier of some sort but at the same time a transformer.

The barrier need not be understood as a physical wall or dam, but as a

difference of state. Thus the waters above the firmament may be seen as

chaotic proto-matter: subatomic particles, the raw material from which the

atoms of the chemical elements are made. The nuclear processes going on in

the stars spew out the solar wind, i.e. streams of gaseous state elements: iron,

calcium, gold, all the elements and various gasses, into the Universe. These

chemical elements mingle, rarefy, and occasionally coalesce into planets.

Meteorites fallen to earth often contain nickel, iron and other elements.

Scientists have also found what seems to be evidence of viruses, proteins,

and proto-life forms. Where do these chunks of matter come from? They

come from the stars, from the “Big Bang”, from the asteroid debris of what

is thought to have been a once great planet between Mars and Jupiter, but

ultimately from the nuclear processes in the stars, the lights in the firmament

which transform the watery, flowing, chaotic subatomic proto matter into

atoms of this or that element.

“God geometrises” and that is exactly how subatomics become atoms.

When subatomic hadrons bond and form atoms, they do so according to

regular geometrical patterns, usually hexagonal. In the stars, this happens

through nuclear fission and/or fusion.

In other words, the stars of heaven transform the disorganized, subatomic

chaos into the building blocks of our world by organizing them rationally

and geometrically into atoms of this or that element. The “waters above

9
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